3 Hum., push/pull vol.[split neck/mid], push/pull tone[dual sound bridge] DPDT[split bridge-left coil/series/right coil]

VOLUME
- neck (black&white)
- middle (red&green)

[TOGGLE UP=BRIDGE CABLE SIDE  TOGGLE DOWN=BRIDGE NON CABLE SIDE  CENTER=BRIDGE SERIES]

[TOGGLE ON=BRIDGE SERIES  PULL=BRIDGE PARALLEL]

bridge(black)
bridge(white)
bridge(red)
bridge(green)

bridge&neck(green)
middle(black)
middle (white)
neck(red)

[Toggle on=Bridge Series  Pull=Bridge Parallel]

[Pull=Split Neck&Middle]

on/on/on or on/off/on
[This switch is active only when the tone is pushed in]

Note: Tailpiece should be connected to common ground. All grounds must be connected.
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